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Abstract. We describe a method to approximate a closed surface triangulation using simulated annealing. Our approach guarantees that all
vertices and triangles in an approximating surface triangulation are within
a user-de ned distance of the original surface triangulation. We introduce
the idea of atomic envelopes to guarantee error bounds that are independent of the surface geometry. Atomic envelopes also allow approximation
distance to be di erent for di erent parts of the surface. We start with
the original triangulation and perturb it randomly and improve an approximating triangulation by locally changing the triangulation, using a
simulated annealing algorithm. Our algorithm is not restricted to using
only original vertices; the algorithm considers every point inside the envelope triangulation as a possible position. The algorithm attempts to
minimize the total number of vertices needed to approximate the original
surface triangulation within the prescribed error bound.

x1. Introduction
Over the past two decades, data visualization has become increasingly important in several research areas, including medical, uid ow and geographical
data. The speed of visualization algorithms has unfortunately not kept up
with the speed of developing new technology producing high-resolution data.
Every year, the quality of imaging and computational simulation technology
| including laser scanners, digital cameras and radar systems | improves
substantially. This results in such an increase in the amount of data that even
state-of-the-art computers are stretched beyond their capacities. However, it
has become apparent that for many applications, large parts of data sets are
often not necessary for generating a good picture. The goal was and still is
to reduce data sets in such a way that the pictures generated from a reduced
data set are highly similar to those produced from the original one.
We are concerned with polygonal surfaces and their compression. Examples for polygonal surfaces are discretized height elds, parametric surfaces,
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and manifold surfaces. We focus on triangulated two-dimensional (2D) manifolds with no boundaries. For an extensive overview of the eld of polygonal
surface simpli cation, we refer to Heckbert and Garland [6] and Rossignac
[14].
We present a randomized algorithm that approximates triangulated, orientable 2D manifolds without boundaries, using a min-# approach, see x2.
The algorithm preserves a speci ed error bound.

x2. Related Work
2.1 Two Approximation Types: Min- and Min-#
When approximating a polygonal surface using the min- approach, one has to
determine, for a given number n, an approximation that consists of n vertices
and minimizes the approximation error. Many of the common algorithms use
min- optimization, and several references are given in [6, 14]. Of special
interest is Kreylos and Hamann [9], since they use a method closely related
to the one presented here.
Using a min-# approximation approach, one tries to nd an approximation with the minimal number of vertices that satis es a tolerance condition
[2]. This approach is relevant for scienti c applications. For example, given
the size of an object and the view-point distance, one can compute the error
tolerance related to one pixel on the screen. Approximating the object within
this tolerance results in a picture where each data point is no more than one
pixel away from its original location. Computing min-# approximations can
be very complicated and expensive. The error metric one wants to minimize is
the number of vertices, faces or edges. Additionally, one has to stay inside an
error bound. Our algorithm ensures that no point of the approximating surface deviates more than  from the original surface. It is important to notice
that this condition is stronger than to require that only the vertices be inside
an error bound. It requires us to consider an o set around the original surface,
and the approximation surface must stay inside this o set. Such an approach
was rst proposed by Cohen et al. [2], and was called simpli cation envelope. A
simpli cation envelope is a linearized and, in some respects, simpli ed version
of the exact o set.

2.2 Simpli cation Envelopes
The simpli cation envelope of a triangulated surface is constructed in the
following way: For each vertex, one computes its normal ~n as a combination of the normals of the surrounding triangles, normalized to length ; one
de nes two o set vertices, the (+)-o set and the ( )-o set vertices, by
adding/subtracting ~n to/from the original vertex. This de nes a so-called
fundamental prism.
This approximation of the o set is close to the exact one as long as the
original surface has low curvature. Our approach uses this type of envelope,
but it provides the option to use better approximations.
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(a) Fundamental prism; (b) self-intersecting o set curves.

The second problem is caused by self-intersections, see Fig. 1b. Cohen
et al. [2] require a simpli cation envelope that does not self-intersect. They
use the global -value whenever possible and decrease it in areas of possible
self-intersections. Our approach is not impacted by self-intersections, and can
handle every -value at any given vertex.

x3. Atomic Envelopes
To satisfy an a priori error bound, we de ne atomic envelopes. For each triangle, we construct an atomic envelope so that the simpli cation envelope
equals the union of atomic envelopes. Our implementation uses fundamental prisms as atomic envelopes but di erent constructions are possible when
higher accuracy is desired.
During simpli cation, we have to decide whether a triangle lies inside the
simpli cation envelope. To answer this query we rst nd all atomic envelopes
that might intersect the triangle. We are only interested in the top and bottom
triangles that intersect the triangle in question. We use a bounding box test
incorporating an R*-Tree [8] to speed up calculations. Especially for smaller
error bounds, this results in roughly the same set of triangles one would get
using triangulated o set surfaces to describe the simpli cation envelope. We
intersect all resulting triangles with the triangle being tested. At each resulting
intersection point, the triangle might leave the simpli cation envelope. It
leaves the envelope if and only if the exit point is not covered by another
atomic envelope. To test this, we use the fact that fundamental prisms are
pentaeder Bezier volumina [10, 11] and solve the resulting non-linear system
of equations.
Cohen et al. [2] de ne the side faces of a fundamental prism as bilinear
patches, de ned by the four corner points. Since we deal with closed triangulated surfaces, we do not have to consider the side patches. A triangle cannot
leave the envelope through a side patch of a prism: The fundamental prisms
of two neighboring triangles always share a common side patch, since the side
patches correspond to the edges of the triangulated surface; thus a triangle
leaving a prism through a side patch immediately enters another prism.

x4. Simpli cation
We simplify the given surface using a simulated annealing algorithm, also
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called Metropolis algorithm [12]. Simulated annealing models the state transition from uid to crystalline state of metals. From the algorithmic viewpoint, this process is an optimization process with extremely high dimension.
To apply simulated annealing to a general optimization problem, one needs
to formulate the given problem as a cooling process. For our application, we
interpret the con guration of a polygonal surface as the con guration of metal
molecules. Our internal energy is represented by a target function, and the
random heat movement of molecules is represented by random changes in the
con guration. In general, we change a con guration randomly, see Section
4.2., accepting only changes that do not violate the error bound. We compute the new target function, see Section 4.1., and either accept or reject the
change, following the rules of simulated annealing. We rst applied this approach to the 2D case (simpli cation of closed polygons) and the good results
encouraged us to extend it into 3D.

4.1. The Target Function
The target function describes the quality of an approximation. We experimented with di erent error norms, but the results were poor. In general, an
error norm describes the di erence between the original and the approximating
surface. However, it is not the goal to minimize this di erence but the number
of vertices of the approximation. Furthermore, the target function should not
only prefer con gurations that consist of few vertices, but also con gurations
that lead to vertex removals. We use the sum of the square roots of the angles
between triangle normals as the target function. This function is highly related to the number of vertices. Fewer vertices lead to fewer edges and to fewer
angles to be added. This strategy prefers planar surfaces, since a large number
of small angles has a higher target function value than a smaller number of
large angles. This leads to near-planar platelets of triangles, where we can
delete vertices. One could argue that, for planar surfaces, this target function
is independent of the vertex number since all angles of neighboring triangles
\dihedral angles") are zero. However, in practice a mathematically planar
surface cannot be represented by \truly co-planar" triangles due to numerical
errors. Furthermore, this target function discourages self-intersections of the
surface because self-intersections can only happen in regions of high curvature
meaning high angles between triangles. It is also easy to compute and can be
recomputed locally after local changes.

4.2. Con guration Changes
To change a con guration, we use the method of Kreylos and Hamann [9],
adapted to our problem. In general, we approximate by decimation, like
most of the published algorithms [3, 4, 5, 13, 14, 15, 16]. We use three
di erent operations: edge ip, vertex removal, and vertex movement. The
edge ip only changes the triangulation of two neighboring triangles. To move
a vertex, we randomly choose a new position inside a small sphere around the
original one. This enables us, like Hoppe et al. [7], to use more than just
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original points. However, they do not preserve a global error bound. We
then move the vertex to the new position. To check geometric validity of the
triangulation, we project all involved triangles onto the plane de ned by the
vertex normal of the changing vertex. In the case of non-convex platelets,
this can lead to degenerate triangles or triangles with wrong orientations.
We resolve these con icts by ipping the appropriate edges. Nevertheless,
it is possible that the projection method cannot detect all self-intersections.
However, we are not aware of an approach for determining eÆciently a plane
for projection that is optimal. Our target function punishes self-intersections
and therefore our method works well in practice. We store the sequence of
the ipped edges in a stack, which allows us to undo the movement with
minimal computational e ort when the move is ultimately rejected by the
simulated annealing scheme. To remove a vertex we collapse the shortest
edge emanating from it. Therefore, we do not have to re-triangulate holes.
(We have implemented the edge collapse operation by moving one vertex of
the edge onto the other, using the standard vertex movement.)
There is a problem with vertex movement: The algorithm requires nonself-intersecting platelets. Yet it is possible to construct platelets where the
projection onto the vertex-normal plane does self-intersect. However, these
cases are highly unlikely to occur in real data sets and can be neglected for
our purposes.

x5. Improvements and Future Research

The main drawback of our algorithm is its lack of computational eÆciency.
There are two reasons for this: First, tests involving the simpli cation envelope are expensive. However, considering our goal to satisfy an a priori error
bound, this cost cannot be avoided. As mentioned before, even if triangulated
representations of the o set surfaces were known, the complexity of the tests
would not change signi cantly. Second, simulated annealing is expensive. On
the other hand, a major advantage of simulated annealing is the fact that the
random movements provide a mean to use any point inside the envelope as a
possible vertex position. However, the large number of necessary movements
and the tests involved result in a poor performance. Future work will be done
to replace the simulated annealing approach with a more eÆcient alternative.
The same basic algorithm can also be used with more complicated atomic
envelopes. An example is the construction shown in Fig. 2. This construction
not only uses the vertex normal, but also the normal of the triangle to create
the atomic envelope.
Compared to fundamental prisms, we add three bilinear patches to each
atomic envelope, which can all have possible exit points. Furthermore, to
test whether an exit point is covered by an atomic envelope is a consequently
slower operation. The new atomic envelope embeds the the old one and one
or two additional volumes above the top and below the bottom triangles. The
additional volumes can also be represented as pentaeder Bezier volumina.
However, this new atomic envelope approximates the exact non-linear o set
much better, especially in regions of high curvature.
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Tab. 1.

Results.

x6. Results
All simpli cations were performed on an SGI Octane with an R10000 processor, running at 250MHz and using 128MBytes of main memory. The two
analytical data sets of the sphere and torus were the results of triangulating
a parametric representation. The drill bit is available on the web pages of the
Department of Computer Science at Stanford University [17]; it is a reconstruction of a laser-range scan. The cave data set was obtained by a range
scan using a laser positioned in the center of the cave. For more results and
pictures, we refer to [1].
Our absolute error bound, is the given percentage of the average side
length of the bounding box of the original model. All times listed in Table 1
are in minutes. In Figures 9 and 10 the true shape is diÆcult to show, because
from all meaningful viewing directions the points scanned from this cave are
nearly co-planar.

x7. Conclusions
We have presented an algorithm to simplify closed 2-manifold triangulations.
The algorithm constructs a simpli ed triangulation within an a priori error
bound. The concept of atomic envelopes allows us to use any error bound
for any surface triangulation. The approach can easily be modi ed to be applicable to triangulated surfaces with boundaries or to non-manifold surfaces.
Our approach can be extended to consider di erent error bounds in di erent
regions, which would allow adaptive simpli cations.
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Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Sphere data set: (a) original; (b) simpli ed within 3% error bound.

Torus data set; (a) original; (b) simpli ed within 3% error bound.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

Original drill bit data set.

Drill bit data set simpli ed within 0.5% error bound.
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Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Original drill bit data set, atshaded.

Drill bit data set simpli ed within 0.5% error bound, atshaded.

Fig. 9.

Original cave data set.
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Cave data set simpli ed within 1% error bound.
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